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GARMENT SIZING MODEL: WOMEN AS AT 1/4/2011 

 
We wish to emphasize that these size measurements are approximate, and are to be used as an accurate guideline only 
for a “cycle jersey fit”, i.e. on the skin but not tight and certainly not loose. 
 
Recreational cyclists, preferring a more generous jersey fit, please need to specify a jersey size, of at least one size, or 
possibly even, two sizes bigger, than these measurements depicted. 
 
Herewith are our standard Women’s measurements for future reference: 
 
XS -     Bust: 30”/77 cm -    Hips:  34/87 cm   
S  -     Bust: 32”/82 cm -    Hips:  36/92 cm  
M  -     Bust: 34”/87 cm    -    Hips:  38/97 cm   
L  -     Bust: 36”/92 cm    -    Hips:  40/102 cm  
XL   -     Bust: 38”/97 cm -    Hips:  42/107 cm   
XXL   -     Bust: 40”/102 cm  -    Hips:  44/112 cm   
 
The “bust” measurements refer to a measurement taken at the widest aspect of the bust, with the subject’s arms relaxed 
at her side, and the “hips” measurement relates to a measurement representing the widest aspect of the hips/bottom, and 
not the waist measurement.   
 
GARMENT SIZING MODEL: MEN AS AT 1/4/2011 

 
We wish to emphasize that these size measurements are approximate, and are to be used as an accurate guideline only 
for a “cycle jersey fit”, i.e. on the skin but not tight and certainly not loose. 
 
Recreational cyclists, preferring a more generous jersey fit, please need to specify a jersey size, of at least one size, or 
possibly even, two sizes bigger, than these measurements depicted. 
 
Herewith are our standard Men’s measurements for future reference: 
 
XS  -     Chest: 34”/87 cm  -   Hips: 34”/87 cm 
S   -     Chest: 36”/92 cm   -   Hips: 36”/92 cm 
M   -     Chest: 39”/100 cm    -   Hips: 38”/97 cm 
L   -     Chest: 41”/105 cm    -   Hips: 39”/100 cm 
XL    -     Chest: 43”/110 cm  -   Hips: 41”/105 cm 
XXL    -     Chest: 47”/120 cm   -   Hips: 43”/110 cm 
XXXL    -     Chest: 50”/127 cm  -   Hips: 45”/115 cm 
XXXXL  -     Chest: ”/cm                  -   Hips: ”/cm 
XXXXXL   -     Chest: ”/cm         -   Hips: ”/cm 
 
The “chest” measurements refer to a measurement taken immediately below the arm-pits, with the subject’s arms relaxed 
at his side, and the “hips” measurements relate to a measurement representing the widest aspect of the hips: a 
hypothetical “belt measurement” and not the waist measurement.  
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